1 Introduction
==============

Infectious diseases result in millions of deaths each year. Extensive research effort has been expended towards a better understanding of how pathogens infect their hosts in order to identify potential targets for therapeutics. For example, anthrax is an acute disease caused by the bacterium *Bacillus anthracis*. Most forms of the disease are lethal, and it affects both humans and animals. Following incidents of the use of anthrax spores as a weapon in biological warfare, there has been renewed interest in the anthrax disease ([@bty504-B19]). This paper is a contribution in this regard. Host-pathogen protein--protein interactions (PPIs) play a vital role in initiating infections. Surface proteins and molecules form the foundation of communication between a host and pathogen. The PPIs constitute an important component of virtually every biological function on the molecular level. Consequently, unravelling the physical interaction between two proteins is essential for understanding the mechanisms of protein recognition at the molecular level and to reveal the global picture of protein interaction in the cell. There are many experimental methods for detecting PPIs, but these methods are labour intensive and time consuming, see the review paper ([@bty504-B17]). On the other hand, a range of computational methods has been published that infer PPIs within single species (intra-species), reviewed in ([@bty504-B14]). However, regarding prediction of PPIs between host and pathogen proteins (inter-species), not much has been published at this stage. See for instance ([@bty504-B6]; [@bty504-B9]; Kshirsagar *et al.*, 2013; [@bty504-B11]; [@bty504-B21]).

Knowledge of the interactions between host and pathogen is crucial to understanding the pathogenesis of the relevant disease ([@bty504-B8]; [@bty504-B13]). Resources for studying interactions between host and pathogen proteins are rather limited. Recently, some computational approaches have been developed to infer PPI between host and pathogen. [@bty504-B5] integrated known intraspecies PPI data with protein domains profiles to predict interspecies PPIs for human and *Plasmodium falciparum*. The application of machine learning techniques have been successfully applied to the prediction of human-virus interactions because of the abundance of high throughput experimental data for human-virus protein interactions. Recently, [@bty504-B15] proposed a solution to the lack of training data by using semi-supervised learning for host-pathogen PPIs. They combined true positive data with partial positives (indirect interactions) as training sets. However, high rates of false positives are likely when using partial sets. It is of interest to identify the features that contribute most significantly to the classification of protein pairs. Not only does it help revealing relationships between different data sources, but it can also suggest which data should be generated by experiments to find novel interactions in host-pathogen systems. [@bty504-B18] used a random forest classifier to predict PPIs between human and HIV-1 by incorporating multiple features sets such as interacting domains, gene ontology annotations, post-translation modifications, tissue distribution, gene expression and topological properties of the human interactome network. Another study by [@bty504-B21] used a random forest classifier to predict PPI between human and *Plasmodium falciparum* where researchers validated the results using co-expression data of human genes in the presence of parasites. [@bty504-B4] utilizes amino acid triplets as a protein representation scheme that produced an improved performance over results presented by [@bty504-B16]. Other contributions that are closely related to the current study uses the multi-task learning approach ([@bty504-B12]) while [@bty504-B9] used a so-called 'graphlet degree vector' of a protein in the human interactome graph as a feature in their predictor.

In this study, we compare the performance of the model of [@bty504-B4] which uses triplets of amino acids as a feature, with our new model using quadruplets of amino acids combined with network features, for human-HPV PPI prediction. Our model is also compared with the predictors of [@bty504-B12] and [@bty504-B9]. Thereafter we use our improved model for the prediction of host-pathogen PPI between human and *B. anthracis*.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

For prediction of PPIs using a supervised classifier we require training data. In the process of PPI prediction, pairs of proteins are classified into two classes that can be labeled as interacting (positive) or not interacting (negative). The aim of the training step is to derive a representative sample of the spectral signatures for each class. The quality of the training data and the features set can significantly influence the performance of the algorithm that is being employed, and this has an impact on the classification accuracy ([@bty504-B3]).

We present two cases of interspecies PPI prediction. In the first case, we use the data as represented in [@bty504-B4] on human-HPV protein pairs. In the second case, for human and *B.anthracis* PPI, the data was treated as we detail below. There is not enough intra-species experimentally validated PPI data. We extracted PPIs for *Bacillus anthracis* str A0174 from the PATRIC database ([@bty504-B20]). We obtained 554 human-*B. anthracis* experimentally verified interacting pairs from IntAct database ([@bty504-B7]). This dataset serves as a positive set for training the classifier. There is no gold standard negative set available for training and testing purposes. However, it is standard practice to create a negative dataset by choosing protein pairs randomly from the set of protein pairs that are not known to interact ([@bty504-B4]; [@bty504-B5]; [@bty504-B18]). The number of truly interacting pairs of human-*B.anthracis* is likely to be far less than the total set of proteins. These randomly generated protein pairs were filtered to ensure that in the positive dataset there were no protein pairs that are known to interact.

2.1 Feature representation
--------------------------

The paper by [@bty504-B4] emphasized the value of encoding the important information content of the protein sequence for PPI prediction. In addition, the protein sequences of different lengths should be converted into feature vectors of the same length. In this study, we considered four types of features, including features that are derived from the human interactome network.

### *2.1.1* Triplets of consecutive amino acids

The consecutive amino acid triplets are the short amino acid sub-sequences of length three that occur in a protein. The cardinality of the set of feature vectors, is approximately 8000. To reduce this high dimension, the 20 amino acids alphabet is reduced to 6 categories of biochemical similarity \[IVLM, FYW, HKR, DE, QNTP and ACGS\] ([@bty504-B4]). With this classification of amino acids, there are 216 possible amino acid triplets.

### *2.1.2* Quadruples of consecutive amino acids

There are 1296 possible sub-strings of length 4 using the 6 amino acid categories reported above. For both triplets and quadruplets we used a binary space (V, F) to represent a protein sequence, in which V is a vector space of feature vectors with a fixed length (number of features) and F is a vector space of frequency vectors. A protein sequence is first mapped to a feature vector *v* of fixed length, then the feature vector *v* is mapped to a relative frequency vector $\mathbf{q}_{\mathbf{i}}$, of which the co-ordinates are defined by [Equation (1)](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$q_{i} = \left( f_{i} - M_{0} \right)/\left( M_{1} - M_{0} \right)$$ with $$M_{0} = min\left\{ {f_{1},~f_{2},~\ldots,~f_{216}~} \right\}~and~M_{1} = ~max\left\{ f_{1},~f_{2},~\ldots,~f_{216} \right\}$$ Here $f_{i~}$is the frequency of the ${ith}^{th}~$triplet (respectively, quadruplet) in the sequence $i$= 1, 2, ...., 216 (resp., $i$= 1, 2, ...., 1296).

### *2.1.3* Sequence similarity feature

For each pair of human-pathogen proteins, we calculated a pairwise sequence similarity score using Emboss 'WaterCommandline'.

### *2.1.4* Human interactome graph properties

Three graph property features were derived from topological properties of the human intra-PPI network namely degree, clustering coefficient and betweenness centrality, see for instance ([@bty504-B2]). The degree of a node in a network is the number of its neighbours. Clustering coefficient is the ratio of the edges present among its neighbours to all possible edges that could be present between them. Betweenness centrality for a node is calculated as the fraction of shortest paths between node pairs that pass through the node of interest.

2.2 Neural network
------------------

An artificial neural network is a black box approach that has been used successfully in predictive modeling. For the purpose of the initial step of training, all the characters describing the unknown situation must be presented to the neural network, along with their classes (labels). There are many types of neural network algorithms. In this study, we used the multi-layer feed-forward neural network (MFFN). The MFFN is popularly used for a wide variety of classification and prediction tasks, including PPI prediction as in (Knisley and [@bty504-B10] for instance. A MFFN consists of neurons or nodes that are ordered into layers. The first layer is called the input layer, the last layer is called the output layer and the layers in-between are called hidden layers. Each layer in the MFFN is connected with other layers through weights which control the signal transfer between nodes through the so-called transfer or activation function. The training of an MFFN is to search for optimal values of the weights. For the activation function $\mathbf{f}\left( \mathbf{x} \right)$, the input $\mathbf{i}_{\mathbf{k}~}\mathbf{t}$o node $\mathbf{k}~$is the weighted sum of the outputs of all nodes ($\mathbf{j}$ = 1, 2, ..., $\mathbf{n}$) connected to it. $$I{}_{k} = d_{k} + ~\sum o_{j}~w_{kj}$$$$o_{j} = f\left( I \right)$$$O_{j}~$is the output of the node $k$, $w_{kj~}$is the linking weight between nodes $k~$and $j$, and $d_{k}~$is a bias.

[Figure 2](#bty504-F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the architecture of the neural network that we used to predict host-pathogen PPI. Thus, we build a network consisting of two hidden layers each with 20 nodes. In order to find a set of optimal weights we use a stochastic gradient descent algorithm. Therefore, we have tested different architecture and optimization algorithms before implementing the above architecture.

![Outline of the protocol followed in this study to find optimal features sets, and to compare the performance of SVM and a neural network approach when predicting host-pathogen interactions. Triplet versus quadruplet features in isolation or in combination with other network features were used](bty504f1){#bty504-F1}

![Neural Network Architecture. The architecture of the neural network was used to predict host-pathogen PPI. Four layers and a varying number of nodes in the input and hidden layers were used. This network has 16 nodes in the input layer, 20 nodes in the first hidden layer, 20 nodes in the second hidden layer and 1 node in the output layer](bty504f2){#bty504-F2}

2.3 Evaluation procedure
------------------------

We use a 10-fold cross validation (CV) to evaluate the performance of all algorithms to predict the PPI between human and *B.anthracis*. In our initial data, the positive and negative data sets are of comparable cardinality. We use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and the Precision-Recall curve to evaluate the performance of the classifier. In addition we used the same metrics to evaluate our model performance on previous work done (by Cui *et al.*, 2012). We also implement our model on datasets used in ([@bty504-B12]), in which the set of negative data is many orders larger than the positive data but their metrics are not sufficient to for such unbalanced data. Therefore, we use the F1 score, Equation (4) to deal with imbalance data. $$F_{1}score = \frac{2*precision.recall}{precision + recall}$$

Comparison in terms of sensitivity (SN), specificity (SP) and accuracy (AC) with the HPV data, of the 'triplets' method of [@bty504-B4] versus the method using quadruplets of amino acids combined with sequence similarity together with degree, betweenness centrality and cluster coefficient of the human interactome network graph.

2.4 Gene ontology analysis of human-*B.anthracis* interactions
--------------------------------------------------------------

A sub-network of human-*B.anthracis* proteins was generated using network analysis blogin within cytoscape software. The GO enrichment analysis was done using Bingo blogin.

3 Results
=========

3.1 Human-HPV: comparison of the model using quadruplets of amino acids versus the model using triplets
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We compared the results obtained through our quadruplets feature combinations to that of [@bty504-B4] where the authors used the triplets feature. To keep the comparison fair we repeated our procedure using the same training and testing dataset that was used in [@bty504-B4] and used their performance evaluation procedures to evaluate their model, namely sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. The sensitivity is also called the true positive rate, or the recall rate: it measures the proportion of actual positives that are correctly identified as such and is complementary to the false negative rate. The specificity, sometimes called the true negative rate: it measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified as such, and is complementary to the false positive rate. The accuracy of a measurement system is the degree of closeness of measurements of a quantity to that quantity's actual (true) value. [Table 1](#bty504-T1){ref-type="table"} shows that our method outperforms the previous work at 95.9% to 80.5% in terms of sensitivity, 91.6% to 89.7% in terms of specificity and 88.6% to 85.1% in terms of accuracy. This demonstrates the importance of the quadruplets feature representation when combined with sequence similarity and human interactome network graph properties such as degree, betweenness centrality and cluster coefficient in advancing the host-pathogen protein interaction predictions. Table 1.Comparison of performance of model generated using the triplets feature as in [@bty504-B4] versus the quadruplets feature of the current paperMethodSN (%)SP (%)AC (%)Triplets80.589.785.1Quadruplets92.591.188.3

3.2 Comparison of the model using quadruplets of amino acids versus a model using multi-task learning ([@bty504-B12])
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The issue of imbalanced data on machine learning is an area of ongoing research. In general for PPI prediction, there is no experimental evidence for the negative sets. Therefore, it is common practise to have randomly generated PPI negative data that is equal in size or is comparable to the positive data. On the other hand [@bty504-B12] proposed a multi-task learning method to predict PPI between host and pathogen. In the latter work, the initial positive and negative data are out of balance. We tested our new combination of features and the neural network algorithm on human-*B.anthracis* data obtained from [@bty504-B12] and our model showed an improvement ([Table 2](#bty504-T1){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Comparison of performance on Indep (*B.anthracis*) of multi-task learning model of ([@bty504-B12]) versus the quadruplets feature (of the current paper)F1 scoreStdOur model57.360.089[@bty504-B12]27.84.0[^1]

From the comparison of F-scores ([@bty504-B9], [Fig. 6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) between its own predictor and that of ([@bty504-B12]), it can be seen that our quadruplet predictor compares very well.

3.3 Comparison of support vector machine and neural network using triplet features
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having demonstrated the performance of quadruplet features, we proceeded to compare support vector machine (SVM) and Neural Network approaches using triplet and quadruplet features.

For predicting human*-B.anthracis* PPIs, we select the triplets feature combined with sequence similarity and the three human interactome features to train the neural network. The result in [Table 3](#bty504-T3){ref-type="table"} shows the performance of the triplet feature and the combinations of triplet with each of the other features in order to evaluate the importance of each single feature combined with triplets. In addition, [Table 3](#bty504-T3){ref-type="table"} shows the comparison of two algorithms namely, Neural Network and SVM. Table 3.Model performance (average accuracy, CV score, F1_score and Std)% of 12 different features set, implemented using SVM and Neural networkSVMNeural networkAccuracyScoreF1_scoreStdAccuracyScoreF1_scoreStdTriplet90.4987.0061.2300.0091.564983.779461.201600.1683Triplet_degree89.9481.3965.210601.297891.186981.681466.241101.2448Triplet_cluster91.0481.3965.604101.387690.702682.258865.913201.7797Triplet_between90.0980.8865.276600.414290.779981.566865.952200.7874Triplet_similarity89.9981.8465.058901.232192.027981.785965.669201.3124Triplet_all91.0982.2065.656300.719693.262683.036565.576200.8151Quadruplet91.69381.396866.310700.733491.010682.832165.730600.7615Quadruplet_degree92.31783.968566.600501.839291.463282.831166.095800.3209Quadruplet_between92.49282.644066.330901.743890.839382.958065.690201.6715Quadruplet_cluster92.75584.045566.580300.697992.363583.935866.580101.0428Quadruplet_similarity92.46482.204466.512601.079292.659582.735365.610900.4150Quadruplet_all92.27185.441866.258100.457194.575886.963466.471000.3613

The model average columns show combined average accuracy of the training, testing and validation and the second column present the training accuracy and similarly for the third and fourth columns. We observe that the model average is improving from 84.0% when using the triplets feature alone, to 91.3% when combining the triplets feature with all other features. This result shows the importance of sequence similarity and graph properties features. The results presented in [Table 3](#bty504-T3){ref-type="table"} are visualized using ROC and PR curve ([Supplementary Figs S1--S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The combination of triplets with all other features performs best.

3.4 Comparison of SVM and neural network using quadruplet features
------------------------------------------------------------------

For the main human-B.anthracis PPI predictor we ran a procedure similar to the previous one, i.e. of Sub-section 3.3, but with the triplets feature replaced by quadruplets. The results in [Table 3](#bty504-T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figures 3](#bty504-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#bty504-F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the performance of the quadruplets feature combined with human interactome graph properties and sequence similarity between host and pathogen. We also plot ROC and PR for quadruplets with each of the single features, in order to evaluate the importance of each single feature combined with quadruplets, ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each column in [Table 3](#bty504-T3){ref-type="table"} represents the model accuracy. The model average columns show the combined average accuracy of the training, testing and validation. The second column present the training accuracy and similarly for the third and fourth columns. From [Table 3](#bty504-T3){ref-type="table"}, we observe that the model average is improving from 70.7% when using the quadruplets feature alone, to 93.4% for the combination of all features. This result shows the importance of the graph properties and the sequence similarity features. The combination of quadruplets with all other features performs best as shown in [Figures 3](#bty504-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#bty504-F4){ref-type="fig"}. Finally in the overall comparison of model performance we observe that the quadruplets feature combined with other features is the best model so far. This model, i.e. the one that we built with the quadruplets feature combined with the sequence similarity and human interactome graph properties were chosen as the optimal model. We use this model to make predictions of human*-B.anthracis* PPIs.

![Precision-Recall curve showing a neural network implementation for the quadruplet feature combined with network features and sequence similarity](bty504f3){#bty504-F3}

![ROC curve showing a neural network implementation for the quadruplet feature combined with network features and sequence similarity](bty504f4){#bty504-F4}

3.5 Functional enrichment analysis of sub-network
-------------------------------------------------

Functional enrichment analysis uses statistical methods to find functions that are over-represented in a subset of genes. Thus it is very important for identifying the functional relevance of proteins involved in the host-pathogen PPIs. The top 10 significantly enriched GO terms (Molecular Function) are presented in [Table 4](#bty504-T4){ref-type="table"}. The full list of significantly enriched GO terms was computed and are available, ([Supplementary Tables SA1 and SA2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These functions include roles in metabolic pathways, transcriptional and immune regulation. Similarly the top human-B.anthracis protein--protein interactions ([Supplementary Tables SA1 and SA2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) shows pathogen proteins targeting human genes involved in apoptosis and immune regulators. Similar characteristics of human-pathogen interactions were identified in ([@bty504-B6]) when studying human-*B.anthracis* protein interactions. Table 4.Molecular function enriched GO terms for human proteins predicted to interact with proteins of *B.anthracis* based on artificial neural network using the DAVID databaseGO TermDescription*P*-valueGO: 0008066Glutamate receptor activity3.6253776435E--033GO: 0020037Heme binding3.9274924471E--017GO: 0046906Tetrapyrrole binding3.9274924471E--018GO: 0010851Cyclase regulator activity1.5105740181E--011GO: 0004672Protein kinase activity8.4592145015E--09GO: 0004674Protein serine/threonine kinase activity6.6465256798E--014GO: 0051119Sugar transmembrane transporter activity1.8126888218E--09GO: 0005355Glucose transmembrane transporter activity1.5105740181E--006GO: 0019825Oxygen binding2.1148036254E--013

4 Conclusion
============

Knowledge of interactions between host and pathogen proteins is important for understanding the pathogenic process. The goal of this study was prediction of physical interactions of proteins of *B.anthracis* with human proteins, using a neural network trained with human-*B.anthracis* PPIs data. Different combinations of features were used, to test the model performance. A novel neural network host-pathogen PPI predictor based on a combination of features including quadruplets of amino acids was found to perform well when tested on Human-HPV data.

This motivated the application of the model to human-*B.anthracis* data by comparing an SVM approach to a neural network approach besides a published PPI predictor.

The best performance was the Neural network model trained with amino acid quadruplets, pairwise sequence similarity and human interactome properties of degree, cluster coefficient and betweenness centrality.
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[^1]: *Note*: [Table 2](#bty504-T2){ref-type="table"} reports the performance of our model on the dataset used by ([@bty504-B12]). The datasets is a subset of their multi-task, specifically we used human-*B.anthracis* on Indep task.
